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according to the vardhamanika puranam (1,2), there were four parayuga's in the ancient times. the first parayuga was known as "the golden age". the second parayuga was termed "the iron age".the third parayuga was termed the "age of bronze". the fourth parayuga was known as "the age of silver and gold".
at that time people made a passion for material things. this included making weapons and goods. thus the first three parayuga's were very bad. this fourth parayuga was referred as "the age of silver and gold". this period was regarded as very good as people made a passion for spiritual development. in the
initial period of the siddha disease in tamil nadu, in 1946, madurai maharajah founded the siddha arayam, a network of facilities for treatment of siddha (tamil) diseases, which is very popular and well known in india. sidhar pkars patients are the treating doctors for such patients. the name siddha arayam is

made a part of town's name madurai also. the siddha arayam also provided education for the siddha pkars to treat patients. the number of patient in siddha arayam has been increased from 1 lakh in 1946 to 50 lakh today. each of the sankaracharya's are born with a different ego, he actually has four ego's, one
is the specific self which drives the ego of the body ego, the second is the ego of the intellect ego and the third ego is the ego of the soul ego, but the last ego is the one that the sankaracharya most takes care of and that is the center of himself ego ego. these are the self ego, the ego of the intellect ego, the ego
of the soul ego and the ego of the center. a discussion of all four is pertinent to the discussion. the self ego is born with the ego of the body ego. the body ego is concerned with how the body works and what it sees. the intellect ego is concerned with understanding, the soul ego is concerned with awakening and

the center ego is concerned with the center of the self. all four sankaracharya have the same ego, just four different ways of looking at it. the center ego gives the power to the self ego, the ego of the intellect ego and the ego of the soul ego.
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since the last few decades the indian studies and the social sciences have been out of the limelight. the field of economics as well as that of related fields such as anthropology, cultural studies, and history have declined
due to the lack of visible presence and meaningful engagement by liberal historians, anthropologists, and social scientists. the last two decades have witnessed the rise of religious right and the emergence of nationalist

sentiments within the universities as well as the media. hence, even the content of the indian studies and the social sciences are likely to suffer. especially, within the sphere of social sciences the decline of political
economy is extremely threatening to us. we are not exaggerating the matter even by a bit. in the 1980s-90s even the subcontinent’s largest names in economic studies, the economists and the postgraduates produced
works rarely that could be felt to be deeply humanistic, economic, and social in nature. the political economy of the last two decades has been a different reality and as a matter of historical record it would be pointless
to argue that the scholars who were earlier active in the realm of humanistic aspects of economy now have turned to be “political economist”. most such academic producing scholars are no more active than few of the
reviewers within these two decades. the successful renegades among them are few and fewer. when we think of rural india, we think of heavy indebtedness and labor dependency. however, the third world agricultural

economists have unearthed the fact that the import substitution model which has been the predominant mode of indian agriculture for the last few decades has failed to reduce the high rates of the imports of food
grains and agricultural machinery. 5ec8ef588b
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